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	ost of the time, a book about optimization is viewed as a book for DBAs. Since our goal is to prove that optimization is more than just building indexes, we hope that this book will be beneficial for a broader audience.

	

	This book is for IT professionals working in PostgreSQL who want to develop performant and scalable applications. It is for anyone whose job title contains the words “database developer” or “database administrator” or who is a backend developer charged with programming database calls. It is also useful to system architects involved in the overall design of application systems running against a PostgreSQL database.

	

	What about report writers and business intelligence specialists? Unfortunately, large analytical reports are most often thought of as being slow by definition. However, if a report is written without considering how it will perform, the execution time might end up being not just minutes or hours, but years! For most analytical reports, execution time can be significantly reduced by using simple techniques covered in this book.
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Entertainment Apps On the Go with Windows 10: Music, Movies, and TV for PCs, Tablets, and PhonesApress, 2015

	Entertainment Apps On the Go with Windows 10 enables you to unleash the entertainment potential of your Windows 10 PC, tablet, or phone—or any combination of the three! Learn how to stream movies and TV shows, manage your media collection, purchase new media, and upload your music collection to the cloud.
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Windows 7 Digital Classroom, (Book and Video Training)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book is for anyone who wants to gain a better understanding of how to use and confi gure
	Windows 7. If you’re using Windows 7 at home or managing a small network at your offi ce,
	the Windows 7 Digital Classroom is for you. It is fi lled with useful, easy-to-understand advice
	and instructions. The Windows 7 Digital Classroom...
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A Practical Guide to Red Hat(R) Linux(R): Fedora(TM) Core and Red Hat Enterprise Linux (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
The Best Just Became BETTER—Again!Completely Revised to Meet All Your Fedora Core and Red Hat Enterprise Linux Needs!


Fedora Core and Red Hat Enterprise Linux are advanced operating systems. You need a book that’s just as advanced. This book explains Linux clearly and...
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The Photographic Eye: Learning to See with a CameraSterling, 1995
P hotography is both an art and a science. As an art, it expresses a personal vision. As a science, it relies on technology. This double nature is not unique to photography. Every kind of creative expression —such as music, dance or painting —has both a purely artistic side and a more scientific or techological side as well. For...
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Random Matrix Methods for Wireless CommunicationsCambridge University Press, 2011

	Blending theoretical results with practical applications, this book provides an introduction to random matrix theory and shows how it can be used to tackle a variety of problems in wireless communications. The Stieltjes transform method, free probability theory, combinatoric approaches, deterministic equivalents and spectral analysis methods...
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Perspectives on Multimedia: Communication, Media and Information TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"...There is most likely something for everyone in this book…" (Computer Bulletin, January 2005)     

   The uses of multimedia are rapidly increasing. Its power to present information in ways not previously possible and its integration of resources, allow for the creation of rich learning environments. Perspectives on...
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